
Deez Jim, 	 6/26/60 
We both enjoyed your 6/22 immensely. It Aeon the ingression that the great void has be roeuese somewbat, which is we hope. Ha` k: a bit of personal life in ddeition to the &v  at satisfaction that comes from the fine and worthwbile things you do should wake foe a better, fuller and I get the Impression happier life. 
Your ereserietude of demote° make me drool. We'll eta seeing Hike soon and min 

ask bin to explainithe difference botweea them and km-rip-rile (Wish you'd told we hod to pronounce them, but i'veeriteen them out to show bim.) 
Fascinating that one a thousand years old and still identifiable was foundi 
The Roger Kent story was well and intereseeneey done. I remember him Feeightly from his %Feeble= career and well from his Hixan et al suit. In the draft of a Watergate bet* I did I included that. Of course I did not know that libey vas oceilaintifff. Good for heri 

We'll look for the maga made recipe. May have some left down the cellar. One thing it will not eery' is that it improves with age, for that,. I probably figured, 
would not be understood by the average American. /t does. I used to use it over and over, basting with a brush or tube baster and onalereeftum foil. I'd suck it all up 
with the baster or pour it ea* from the aluminum foil and return all to the refrigerator, *what had been used mixed with what *Oat hadn't been. Each use added new flavors. As I remember it the stuff wan good for sin months. If I can't find a copy, perhaps Iii will remember it close enough. 

= lied to get an early start this a.m. because I'm getting the oar serviced on the other side of town to save 418 and have several errands to do. Just got a wry worthwhile batch of Crieinal Di vi 	DJ r000rds. They include the tem.  eben I wrote Clark in 1967. Probably if tom processing theme records understood them I'd no have gotten. lame. They'll be useful in litigate= and will faecinate Dave when he gets theme But 'they also require much week, and with the forecast for rain tomorrow and ey need for exercieee  I'll have a full day when I return. 

I recall that a nountalnegoat aperenticeehep is helpful in getting to and around on your plaoe, but I guess I wits thinking of flowerbeds when I driettoned the multi-vator I pct Lie. I've foreotteme I found another on elearancebed got it for may friend Russell, the retired vets all crippled up with arthritis. Eta first use was in flowerbeds, which he'd never been able to work before after they ft:telexed. (He also has a vegetable garden separate from his wife's and hidden From their bowie by a clump of trees, I loaded lima 100' extenaLan, cord to go with bee shorter ones and he usee its here with great success, woeking the peg ground up deep and fine.) 
On the veedeeater, after you try a rental one, if you decide to get one, give it thought and in terms of all the growing things you have to contend with. Also, there are new attachments. Hamlet% new in that field, bas a blower for cleaning up, for example. No interest to mss. If some have a aeltoteedemi for the nylon cord, that could be a wavenionon. Smaller onos do. It is no big deal not to have one on mine. eereey requires a minute or two to feed more cord out. adie, probably all brim briars, break the cora and you fial pane have to take time to feed more of it. gine has a separate blade for snail bush and a saw blade for heavier stuff. The saw is gnod for email trees and cutting stumps off close to the ground. I've never bed anyeirouble with mine, Japanese, ECHO. The motor appears to be particularly' dependable. NeCullough also is out with one. People in the cladeeeeaw business tell me that Moe. has gone too mesh for plastic parts and they don't hold up. I don t know about the other makes, like Sears and Weed's. ECHO i a more expensive. A. °boulder baxaess is a real convenience and I thiek on your slope perhaps important if not eseent1e1„ It frees a hand when you glove around, too. 
$o far our little vegetable growing bas survived the animals. Our experiment with 

Jerusalem artichokes is goeUleting. The deer started eating them this Y ear. lee stopped that 
by getting agricultural bloodraealt  making a paste, soaking rage in it and hanging them 
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on stakes around that area, I'm putting up a chicken-wire fence for the mailer animals, 
and. I'll be laying locust logo around the bottom to discourage dieging under it. 

4Uruealem artichokes are not artichokes. They are tubers, and that is the part 
you eet. 	use them only in salads. They have the teeetlace of water chestnuts. Lil 
found some last year and when she saw a couple of shoots, like potatoes sprout, she 
plaid theaLlthoegh they did not Got Urge we did got some to eat. If you don't take 
the new tiubers out them become new plante. So far thia year they 1341re grown to about 
half again last year's height. She also uaved and refrigerated sprouts on those she 
bought this year and planted theme They are doing fine. 3o are those we gave auseelle 
Almost no work to them, only, like potateee, digging them up. Only sour deer might eat 
the tope off. 

Yoe are fortunate you don't put weight on easily. Both of us do. I have not yet 
lost what I put on during the minter, about 10 lbseEeen though I weak up powerful 
sweats with the mowing. Glad your health is good. We are OK. 141's sciatica is reseeding 
but from time to time herscathritis is painful. 

While helping anyone should be a source of real gratification, your descriptions 
of your people make me think you are doubly fortunate because all of them Beal to have 
special and emtra aorthwhilemeas. 

eend DENO the piece on Kent. 

Later. interrupted. Had to go off. Got to what locally used to be called BenkeyWard's 
and saw their grass whips, 2-sysle. Heavily over-priced for the kind of vorkewanship and 
design. If you should decide to buy eumest you eomparison shop more than you usually 
would. The 11.44 tool of least uses costs almost That I paid for mine, not couateing the 
extra coat of the bladee if will handle. 

We cexe enjoyed your letter and what it refleetst 

+o ur beet, 



22 June 1980 

Dear Harold and Lil: 

The enclosed is the peg for writing. Recently Roger Kent, the backbone 
of California Democratic politics for the past 35 years, died of 
emphysema and complications, and it was only natural that the editorof 
kkaxthe Pacific Sun, a liberal Marin weekly, should ask Roger's old 
friend, co-worker and neighbor, Libby Gatov, to do a In profile on 
him. Her account, even though badly cut, will tell you more about 
both of them than I ever could. I met Roger long ago, when he came 
into the AP office one night,walking on air, and waving the consent 
decree against Nixon and Haldeman who pleaded nolo contendere to Rogeils 
charges of fraud in the campaign Pat Brown won to be reelected 
governor over Nixon. Libby neglects to mention that she was co-plaintiff 
in that successful suit. 
Our venture into "foreign" food proved to be very transitory and 
uninteresting enough that we've gone back to Chinese food. Including 
chiaotze. Get Mike to explain the difference between chibotze and 
the way they usually are turned out in this country, as kuo-t'ierh 
or potstickers. 
Locally the chiao-tze and potsticker situation has taken a great leap 
forward with a Japanese noodle firm which is marketing ready-made 
skins in which to wrap the mixture of ground pork, chopped Chinese 
cabbage, celery, young onion and cilantro whi lake up this Chinese 
ancestor of ravioli. (Cilantro is the green It A : of the coriander 
plant and also is known as Chinese parsley,but the latins all know it 
as cilantro). Well, these skins are a great boon because, as Mike 
and his good wife will tell you, making them paumaxikkxtaXa yourself 
is a tedious pain in the ass. Blessed with the ready-made kind, one 
can mix up a batch of filling and then work up an appetite while 
wrapping little spoonsfull in each round skin. You boil these 
briefly for chiaotze, and braise them in a skillet for potstickers. 
Both are dipped in a sauce of soy and vinegar; Both are what anyone who 
ever has lived in North China longs for most when he gets nostalgic 
about the way he used to eat. 
All northern Chinese families make a big thing on the eve of the 
Chinese New Year out of preparing and eating chiaotze. The whole 
family joins in rolling the dough axa out to just the right thickness 
(about 1/16 of an inch) then wrapping the filling in and pinching the 
skin shut and sealing it. There used to be a fine story about how 

New Year's Eve was always the most dangerous time for a walled city 
under siege. This was because the besieging army, shivering around 
its campfike in the bitter cold, inevitably would get to thinking 
about how everyone in the city was making hhiaotze, then visualize 
everyone eating them, which was of course entirely too much and 
whereupon the army would storm the ramparts in order to get at 
the chiaotze. 
iActually, a thousand-year-old chiaotze recently resolved a question 
which had been in my mind for nearly 50 years. This was the old 
argument about whether Marco Polo took the idea of pasta to dkimmax 
China with him, or took it back to Italy. While it is objectively 
probable that some form of pasta was endemic in both countries from 
the time they began gripaing wheat into flour, still there were 
striking parallels in both cuisines which suggested strongly that 
either Polo or the Jesuits who followed him to China had losi enriched 
one cuisine from the other. 
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Chiaotze and ravioli, for one thing. Spaghetti with meat sauce and 
chia chiang mien for another. And there is a striking, though less 
postive similarity between pizza and certain Chinese unleavened 
cakes with meat and vegetables (the Chinese don't use cheese). 
Now, about the 1,000 year-old chiaotze. When the People's Republic 
ktemx sent its excellent historical exhibition here seveniyears ago, 
one of the exhibits was of the contents of a Tang Dynasty (600-
900 A.D.) tomb from Turfan in western China. Among the contents 
was a very dried up chiaotze, but still recognizably a chiaotze, 
put in the tomb along with other goodies to comfort the departed 
in the next world. The point of this is that Marco Polo didn't 
get to China until around 1200 A.D. Therefore this Vurfan chiaotze 
predates him byk at least 200 years. Quod erat demonstrandum. 
Libby is no more immune to the lure of the chiaotze than any other 
red-blooded Amer' an, and shows every sign of regarding them as 
an eopchal devertikent rivaling the xi invention of the wheel. 
She recently asked me if I'd help her entertain a couple of friends 
from Hayward with Chinese food, and when I asked her what she'd 
like to fix she replied promptly and beseechingly: COULD we have 
chiaotze ? We could and did. The couple are a retired engineer 
(Singer and Frieden) who has lived many years in Europe, and his 
wife, a charming woman who did an eight-hour 'living history" 
interview with Libby for the UC Library in Berkeley. They're 
delightful people, and consumed chiaotze and potstickers with a 
tireless and most gratifying gusto. The next day everyone was 
recovered enough that we took a picnic lunch to Audubon Canyon 
near Bolinas (44,14as means whales, as in baleen) where we climbed 
a ridge until vd-W6ove the tops of a grove of redwood trees in which 
50 or 60 pairs of giant white cranes and blue herons were mating, 
laying eggs, sitting on them, or coming and going in the business of 
feeding their,young. Telescopes are on the house, but you bring 
your own binoculars. 

In a sort of reverse lend-lease, Libby has been here twice recently, 
helping me entertain up to eight people at a time with Mongolian 
barbecue. If you find your asada recipe we'd be interested, but 
if it involves turning something on a spit I don't have that 
equipment. Anyway, there is a long list of potential victims 
for both the chiaotze and Mongolian barbecue routines. Both are 
very different from anything else around and both are guaranteed 
successes. Thus far, anyway. 

At Hospice I have helped Joanne catch up with her office work and 
am working into another generation of patients. There have been two 
or three such generations (I usually work with two or three people 
at the same time) and while they're all interesting and a pleasure 
to work with, this new lot is exceptional in their courage and 
responsiveness to help. One is a man in his 50s who had a very good 
building-maintenance business but who came down more than a year ago 
with cancer of the spine. It paralyzed him from the waist down, and 
he's been a hospital bed in his living room ever since. Still very 
cheerful and upbeat, partly because of his own strength and partly 
because of a gutsy, intelligent wife. Recently his appetite was 
flagging, but it revived when I took the makings over and we had a 
chiaotze dinner. 
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Anather is a retired meat-cutter who has bone cancer and who has 
lost a leg (including the hip) because of it. He's also a very 
positive character and again, his wife is superior. He has a son 
who started as a meat-cutter but who went into television with a 
program on selecting and buying meat for the home and who writes a 
column for the Chronicle on the same subject. Such people are a 
real pleasure to work with. 

The latest is an old lady in her 70s who has mouth cancer and whom 
I take to her doctor once a week for chemotherapy. Her htsband, a 
retired PG&E worker, isn't in such good shape himself and can't 
drive. 

Today I spent pulling m ivy off tree trunks and cutting sprouts and-
weeds. There is NO level ground on this place for any sort of 
garden and the deer rule out a garden anyway. The only thing that 
survives is something deer don't like to eat. So all your good 
suggestions about cultivators are wasted. I'm still tempted by 
a weed-eater, though, and expect to rent one some day and see how 
well it works. Deer are protected here, and make themselves 
very m4chat home. Yesterday when I went down below the house for 
something I disturbed a doe and two spotted fawns who ante were 
resting comfortably next to the table saw -- the same saw which a 
pair of little birds tied up for three months by building a nest 
and raising a family in the cast-iron mandrell. 

My health continues excellent. I don't gain weight despite all the 
good eating, and have no trouble doing anything I need to do. I 
had a checkup recently and the doctor gave me a clean bill of health 
to go to China in October. He knows the tour leader, has been to 
China himself, and was so enthusiastic that I could have had one 
foot in the grave and he'd still have passed me. 

So I have no complaints. There still is a gaping hole in my life 
but many things combine to make it'capable of being lived with. 

All the best to you both, 

/ 

jdw 


